It is suggested that the transfer of electrons within the biological electron transfer chain is subject to the laws of electrochemical kinetics, when membrane-bound electron carriers are involved. Consequently, small tightly bound molecular complexes of two or more electron transfer proteins of different redox potential within an energy transducing membrane, which accept electrons from a donor at one membrane surface and donate it to an acceptor at the other, may be regarded as real and functioning molecular redox elements, which convert the free energy of electrons into electrochemical energy. Especially, the transfer of an electron from excited chlorophyll to an electron acceptor can be looked upon as an electrochemical oxidation of excited chlorophyll at such a complex. In this reaction the electron aeceptor complex behaves like a polarized electrode, in which the electrochemical potential gradient is provided by a gradient of redox potential of its constituents.
Introduction
The present study started with an investigation of the mechanism in photosynthesis by which electrons from excited chlorophyll molecules are effectively captured. This process is especially remarkable in that (a) electron transfer occurs from the shortlived Copyright 9 1971 Plenum Publishing Company Limited. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, microfilming, recording or otherwise, without written permission of Plenum Publishing Company Limited. 17 excited singlet state of chlorophyll, (b) it occurs with high quantum efficiency, and (c) that reverse reactions of the reduced acceptor with the oxidized chlorophyll molecule are effectively suppressed. In these respects chlorophyll sensitized reactions in photosynthetic reaction centers are clearly different from chlorophyll reactions in homogeneous solution: It is true that excited chlorophyll a in a homogeneous solution can reduce suitable compounds in an electron transfer reaction. This has been shown, for example, to occur with chlorophyll a and quinone in isobutanol.l However, the longlived chlorophyll triplet state is involved in this electron transfer reaction, and the resulting reduced intermediate (semiquinone) is reoxidized by chlorophyll + in a diffusion controlled reverse reaction.
In an attempt to explain the unusual features of the primary electron capture process in photosynthesis, the hypothesis was made that the electron transfer reaction of excited j gl--\
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Figure l. Speck_m of elcct~on currents which are injected by excited bacteriochlorophyll into a ,qngle crystal ZnO-semiconductor electrode. Electrode potential: +0'5 V (measured against saturated calomel electrode); less than a monolayer bacteriochlorophyll deposited from benzene; electrolyte: lnKC1 + 2" 10 -2 M hydroquinone. chlorophyll in photosynthesis may be an electrochemical oxidation of excited chlorophyll at an acceptor which acts like an anodically polarized electrode in that it captures the electron in a gradient of electrochemical potential.
Experiments designed to test this hypothesis were successful in that they showed that excited chlorophyll molecules can be oxidized in electrochemical reactions when solid state systems with suitable energy band structure are chosen as electrodes? In our experiments, single crystals of semiconductors (e.g., ZnO) with a large energy gap were used which provided a conduction band for electron capture, which coincided energetically with the excitation level of chlorophyll. Excited chlorophyll was found to exchange electrons with the conduction band of the semiconductor. When the semiconductor was used as an electrode in an electrochemical cell and a small positive voltage (+0-5 V) was applied, these electrons could be conducted away from oxidized chlorophyll and a reverse reaction of the electron prevented.
